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About This Game

Daemonsgate is a fantasy role-playing game in which you play the role of a young hero who is the only hope left of saving the
besieged city Tormis. It is surrounded by demonic hordes so it’s no easy task! The goal is to search the land of Hestor for a wise

wizard possessing knowledge necessary to stop the invading demon army.

You start off all by yourself at the "Pigge and Ballbearing" inn located within the city. ou can converse with many non player
characters, the innkeepers tend to be more knowledgeable - so they can be a valuable source of information.

There are a few minor subplots and distractions from the main task as your journey progresses. But the game is event driven so
there is no passing task X before completing task Y first. The game uses three-quarters overhead perspective and boasts a

conversation system with over 70,000 words.
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He's done it! He's finally made his first good game. This game is a lot like the runner series as how it's an "auto runner" type of
game. If you liked those games, be sure to give this a try. Bubsy Doesn't talk as much during his adventure this time around.
Don't believe me? He says so himself. I love the humor in this game, The characters are self-aware as to that they know their in
a game, and not just that, they are also aware of the reputation the Bubsy series in general has. And ALL of the levels are named
after puns! If you love auto running platformers in general, give this a try. I doubt you'll be disappointed.. It's ok, I liked Domina
music at the time but i dont remember it and even thought i bought the OST, I dont listen to it like ever. The songs are ok.. A
truely bad RPGMaker horror game. The only good thing is how all the achievements are super rare.. This is worth buying if
your into the American routes and trains, I know it's \u00a311.99 and I would probably buy it when it's on sale but I personally
think it's worth the buy as it's fun to drive, it's not got overly complicated controls like some of the other trains have for TS2016
for driving.. Very nice expansion, would highly recommend buying, hope the developers continue supporting this game, it is
amazing for such an old game to have such nice expansions, with a few bug fixes this game will be perfect but that will come as
time goes on.. really amazing and fun but gets a little too difficult for me over time, none the less, this is a true hidden gem for
arcade racing fans
an immediate buy.

.  Target Audience:  Blind Bubsy Fans

 Summary:
I'm just confused on exactly what the audience for this game is supposed to be. I mean, unlike some of the other games in the
series, Paws on Fire is at least functional. But there's just a lot missing from the experience. With the writing and the jokes
put in the background of the auto-runner, the gameplay is supposed to be holding up the game by itself: and it doesn't do that
well. The thing is, auto-runners can work if there's enough variety in terms of reactions: forcing you to work against the
games level design and hopefully you don't react in the wrong way. But the repetitiveness of Paws on Fire, forcing you to
replay levels several times (even though the characters are different) ends up really grinding your gears rather quickly. Even
the character differences don't do that much to feel like you're just hitting a jump button at the right time, and there's no
thought needed in terms of the gameplay.

But it's the soul of Bubsy's character being regulated to the sideline that makes this feel more of a skinned version of Bubsy
more then anything else. I wonder why this game exists honestly, this doesn't feel like Bubsy first of all, but more like a game
wearing the skin of bubsy. He's not exactly put into the spotlight, but he also doesn't feel like himself either. His charm is
gone, which is weird to say but he needed to talk a LOT more. It doesn't help that the series staples such as his wit and the
unique death animations aren't here, and the bit trip runner type effects can really not work well for the presentation of the
story elements. Even when getting to the second world, some of the presentation's reuse is obvious, and you can't help but
wonder why what the game was supposibly delayed for.

There's just not enough from the Runner3 developer to really justify that price point. Maybe something a lot smaller,but even
then there are better experiences out there without the Bubsy layer.

Even for

Gameplay Footage: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=h_c3Yatk9CE

 Lists:
Positives:

 The character and colors in the artwork is reasonable and there's nothing that doesn't work (well mostly) from
the presentation.

 The Armadillo levels provide a good change of pace.

 Controls are reasonable and there's a reasonable responsiveness for each of the characters.
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 The different characters in theory should have added variety to the game's length. They do.... a tiny bit.

 Music tracks aren't bad and sound design isn't either.
Negatives:

 Level Design gets repetitive very quickly and the game doesn't do enough to keep up variety in the first
hour or so. Within 20 minutes, you're sitting there wondering why you'd continue to play.

 Repetition, Repetition, Repetition, even beyond having to do levels over again with different characters,
it's the same patterns for jumping and dodging that bat you have to deal with.

 The writings and jokes are god awful for a Bubsy game. I mean, that's when you get them, but where's
the cleverness in the puns? Sure, level names are fine, but where's the actual character of Bubsy that
people are here for?

 Further more those lines get repeated very quickly and make you wonder why more wasn't recorded.
You'll want to shut sound off entirely....if you need to.

 I mean, the game has a section or two that's ok, but challenge isn't the games strong suit. And the lack of
difficulty can wear really fast.

 UFO girls levels are just.....time wasters. Barely any challenge.

 No unique animations for death really stands out when the death animation for running into bees,
sawblades, and creatures are all the same.

 Just the price in general. I'm having trouble justifying the price tag, even with the 20% sale for the first
seven days, for what you get here gameplay\/game wise. It's a steal....for the seller.

 Some of the energy effects really hurt your eyes if you stare at them for a period of time and can really
use it toned down.

 Costumes and cosemetics feel reasonably lazy. Like they need a dose of life in them. . I have learned
from World of Tanks that a KV-2 heavy tank crew reloads the 152mm M-10 main gun in approximately
24 seconds.

In Company of Heroes 2, the KV-2 main gun fires every 8 seconds and when the whole crew assists in the
process - immobilizing the tank - the reload takes only 5 seconds.

The Father of Nations is not dissapointed comrades. I could almost say, he is pleased in you!
Oh, and you spawn tanks almost instantly, repair them easily on the field with the drawback of gaining
much less manpower than normally.. The game is fixed its good get it!
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This is a fun little space shooter that focuses more on strategy and puzzle mechanics as opposed to mindless clicking with the
mouse. The Atari-esque graphics and sound effects are a nice touch, and the electronic background music is quite soothing and
complements the gameplay. If you can get a good deal on this -- which you can; the game normally sells for $0.99 and it's
possible to get coupons that knock it down further -- then I recommend giving this a try. It's good for those moments where you
might want to play something but don't want to devote a large block of time.. Thoroughly enjoing this game - The story is
captivating - The dialogue is witty and quite funny at times. Attention to detail is superb - All around lots of fun after a few
hours of play - And, the soundtrack is absolutely kick\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. There wasn't enough visual silliness in
this instalment, so.... i did not understand this game at all.. pff. Good game, well worth the price but it is very frustrating. You
spend the majority of 10-20 minutes creating your party and fine tuning it the way you want, then you need to go and find the
person who issues you your first quest. Then you go and do your quest, but you get stopped by numerous enemies who seem to
be able to attack twice as often as you can. They don't do a whole lot of damage but it is still frustrating to be killed by a goblin
who attacks twice as fast as you and you can't defend or anything. The movment and combat can be a little glitchy at times. It's
not a bad game, it's not a great game. 7\/10.. When you're just being the best Duke of Defense that you can be and a helpful
Deer Comes along so you can ride on it's back to take out an Ice wizard and you just start laughing out of nowhere you realize
wow I'm having such a good time

I haven't even got to try the coop but I can only imagine it will be that much better with a friend. Game doesnt explain anything
and im not going to watch a tutorial for\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665that should be explained. Very cute and
decently challenging plattformer.
Controls are resposnive and there are extra collectables and score for people into harder stuff.. Do not buy !!!
This game has a serious memory leak problem.
After couple of hours of progress, it is not possible to play without crashing.
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